Metaphors And Similes In The Bfg
lesson 8 similes, metaphors, and personification - date: _____ level 5, lesson 8 – similes, metaphors, and
personification 54 personification is the act of giving non-living things human characteristics. here is a sample
of a short paragraph that uses personification to describe a house. our house is an old friend of ours. simile
and metaphor student worksheet - metaphors and similes on your own paper, find the simile or metaphor
and write it down. next, write the words being compared on your notebook paper. finally, write the meaning of
the simile or metaphor based on the context of the sentence. 1. the baby was like an octopus, grabbing at all
the cans on the grocery store shelves. 2. name: period: date: similes and metaphors - metaphors
worksheet a metaphor is a figure of speech in which two unlike things are compared without the use of like or
as. a metaphor takes the form of a direct statement (or direct comparison ). for example: dad is a bear today.
metaphors are often defined by their use of the word is, as compared to similes which use the words like or as.
similes or metaphors - k5learning - similes or metaphors fifth grade vocabulary worksheet online reading
& math for k-5 k5learning a simile is a figure of speech that directly compares two things. a metaphor is a
figure of speech that is used to make a comparison between two things that aren't alike but do have
something in common. smilie, metaphor, hyperbole, personification - an expression comparing one thing
to another using “like” or “as” simile (sim-uh-lee) she ran like the wind. these similes compare running and the
wind using “like”or “as.” she ran as fast as metaphor and similes in literature: a challenge similes ... metaphor and similes in literature: a challenge you know that metaphors and similes compare unlike things
and that a simile uses “like” or “as” in the comparison. it is relatively easy to identify the difference between a
metaphor and a simile when they are straightforward. but, can you you already know that similes and
metaphors are figurative ... - similes and metaphors you already know that similes and metaphors are
figurative devices that compare two unlike things. a simile uses the word “like” or the word “as” to compare. a
metaphor states that one object is another. example: sarah sings like an angel. (simile) sarah is an angel when
she sings. (metaphor) exercise: metaphors in the psalms* - turning points - or opposites is not an issue in
the psalms. metaphors in the psalms are simply elliptical or compressed similes. in fact, most similes can be
turned into metaphors by the simple omission of like” or “as” from the statement: “he is like a tree / planted
by streams of water” (1:3); “they are like a lion alliteration onomatopoeia metaphor simile hyperbole ...
- find the similes. highlight or underline them. 1. the clock struck midnight and the sky was as black as ink. 2.
the new couch was as big as a bus and could hardly fit inside their small living room. 3. she forgot her glasses
and felt as blind as a bat, so she had difficulty reading. 4. metaphors and similes in literature - ijhssi metaphors and similes in… ijhssi 2 | p a g e simile: the word simile ids derived from the latin word
“simile”meaning „resemblance and likenesses‟, technically it means the comparison of two objects with some
similarities. writing - similes and metaphors - brainpop - similes and metaphors quiz 1. similes and
metaphors are poetic devices. what does this mean? a. every poem includes at least one simile or metaphor b.
they are literary techniques commonly found in poetry c. they are rarely used in prose, or any form of nonpoetic writing d. they are tricks that poets use to fool their readers 2. what is a ... second draft copy master
metaphor list - master metaphor list first edition compiled by george lakoff,jane espenson, and adele
goldberg august, 1989 second edition compiled by george lakoff,jane espenson, and alan schwartz cognitive
linguistics group university of california at berkeley october,1991 this is the second attempt to compile in one
place the results of metaphor research since metaphors, similes, and personification - plain local
schools - metaphors, similes, and personification . day 1 . poetry: expresses emotion . poetry: gives us
pictures in our minds *the bird flew up into the sky. *the small blue bird floated like a balloon, up through the
white, ... •review similes, metaphors and personification from yesterday.
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